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Question 1 of 29

SECTION A: Grammar 
Multiple Choice Questions (5 x 1m = 5m) 
 
Choose the correct answer. 
 
________ have to hurry home as my favourite cartoon starts in ten minutes.

A) I

B) They

C) You

Question 2 of 29

He ________ to the park yesterday.

A) go

B) is going

C) went

Question 3 of 29

________ paintings over there are beautiful.

A) That

B) These

C) Those
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Question 4 of 29

Both boys __________ in the bedroom now.

A) is sleeping

B) are sleeping

C) were sleeping

Question 5 of 29

Is there ________ milk left in the bottle?

A) a few

B) any

C) many

Question 6 of 29

SECTION B: Vocabulary 
Multiple Choice Questions (5 x 1m = 5m) 
 
Choose the correct answer. 
 
You must be really ________ as I can see you frowning.

A) angry

B) happy

C) excited

Question 7 of 29

The workers are using a __________ to clear the land before building a new house.

A) bulldozer

B) helicopter

C) motorcycle

Question 8 of 29

The gardener wears a pair of _________ to protect his hands when he works in the garden.

A) goggles

B) gloves

C) socks
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Question 9 of 29

May I _______ some crayons from you?

A) borrow

B) lend

C) use

Question 10 of 29

My sister is a _________ girl as she is scared of everything.

A) brave

B) lively

C) timid

Question 11 of 29

SECTION C: Grammar Cloze (6 x 1m) 
 
Read the passage below carefully. Choose the correct option. 
USE EACH WORD ONCE ONLY 
 
Passage 1

1. [    ] I made a tuna sandwich for myself. As I
was about to eat it, the telephone rang. I
left the sandwich ________ the dining
table and went to answer the call.

A. to

2. [    ] My cat, Tammy was hiding ________ the
table.

B. under

3. [    ] When I returned _________ the dining
table, my sandwich was gone. I looked
around and saw Tammy licking its lips
happily.

C. above

D. for

E. on

F. in
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Question 12 of 29

Read the passage below carefully. Choose the correct option. 
USE EACH WORD ONCE ONLY 
 
Passage 2

1. [    ] Dear Peter, 
 
My mother bought my brother and me a
remote control car. I tell him that my
mother bought it for us, so it is ________
to share.

A. theirs

2. [    ] He yelled at me, "This car is _________ !
Ask mum to buy you another one !"

B. mine

3. [    ] I was furious and shouted back, "It is not
________ ! You are very selfish!" 
 
Should I ask my mother to buy me
another car? 
 
Your friend, 
John

C. yours

D. his

E. her

F. ours

Question 13 of 29

SECTION D: Punctuation (3 x 1m = 3m) 
 

Write the correct punctuation mark represented by the 'O' in the question below. 
 

"Do you want me to wrap the present O" asked the sales lady.
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Question 14 of 29

Write the correct punctuation mark represented by the 'O' in the question below. 
 

"Look at the beautiful rainbow O" shouted Meili excitedly.

Question 15 of 29

Write the correct punctuation mark represented by the 'O' in the question below. 
 

That is Ali O He is my neighbour.

Question 16 of 29

SECTION E: Word Order (3 x 1m = 3m) 
 
Read the words carefully and put them in the right order. Begin your sentence with the
underlined word. 
 
loves    pet    with    Sam    dog    his    playing

Question 17 of 29

for    a    mother    made    Dan    card    his
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Question 18 of 29

belongs    This    there    children    the    over    to    ball

Question 19 of 29

SECTION F: Spelling (Editing) (3 x 1m = 3m) 
 
The words underlined below are spelt wrongly. Write the correct spelling of each word. 
 
The boy serched high and low for his favourite toy.

Question 20 of 29

The lost girl cryed for her mother.

Question 21 of 29

I am baking a cake with my mother tommorrow.
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SECTION G: Comprehension - Information Transfer (3 x 1m = 3m) 
 
Study the poster below carefully. 
 

 
 
Fill in each blank with a word or words from the poster. 
 
This poster gives us the ____________ on how to make a cute paper cup bunny.
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Study the poster below carefully. 
 

 
 
Fill in each blank with a word or words from the poster. 
 
Cut two _____________ from coloured paper before sticking them at the back of the cup.
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Study the poster below carefully. 
 

 
 
Fill in each blank with a word or words from the poster. 
 
Finally, don't forget to glue a ball of cotton wool as the ________________ onto the paper
cup.
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SECTION H: Comprehension (7m) 
 
Read the passage below carefully. Then answer the question carefully. 
 
Adam's parents bought him a puppy. The puppy had brown spots spread all over its body
and on-its legs. Adam named it Spotty. 
 
Adam did not need an alarm clock as Spotty would bark and wag its tail to wake him up
every morning. When Spotty barked, Adam would jump out of bed and pat it. 
 
One morning, Adam did not wake up when Spotty did that. Adam was groaning, so Spotty
ran to the kitchen. It barked loudly at Adam's mother. Then, it kept pulling on her skirt. It
gave a deep growl and refused to let go of the skirt. It pleaded with her to check on Adam. 
 
Adam was having a fever. Quickly, Adam's mother brought him to the clinic. Adam had to
rest at home. 
 
Spotty sat down by Adam's bed that day. It did not eat or wag its tail. 
 
When Adam recovered, Spotty barked and wagged its tail, running around the bedroom
happily. Everyone knew that Spotty loved Adam very much. 
 
Choose the correct answer. 
 
Why did Adam name his puppy Spotty?

A) It had a black spot on its face.

B) It had a few brown spots on its body.

C) It had brown spots all over its body and legs.
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Read the passage below carefully. Then answer the question carefully. 
 
Adam's parents bought him a puppy. The puppy had brown spots spread all over its body
and on-its legs. Adam named it Spotty. 
 
Adam did not need an alarm clock as Spotty would bark and wag its tail to wake him up
every morning. When Spotty barked, Adam would jump out of bed and pat it. 
 
One morning, Adam did not wake up when Spotty did that. Adam was groaning, so Spotty
ran to the kitchen. It barked loudly at Adam's mother. Then, it kept pulling on her skirt. It
gave a deep growl and refused to let go of the skirt. It pleaded with her to check on Adam. 
 
Adam was having a fever. Quickly, Adam's mother brought him to the clinic. Adam had to
rest at home. 
 
Spotty sat down by Adam's bed that day. It did not eat or wag its tail. 
 
When Adam recovered, Spotty barked and wagged its tail, running around the bedroom
happily. Everyone knew that Spotty loved Adam very much. 
 
Answer the following question. 
 
This question is designed for extended answers that parent/ teacher will have to assign and
guide child to attempt after the test has been completed. 
 
Grading: This question type is not graded on this system and will not affect the final score as
it was designed in such a way that it requires manual assistance. 
 
How did Spotty wake Adam up every morning?
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Read the passage below carefully. Then answer the question carefully. 
 
Adam's parents bought him a puppy. The puppy had brown spots spread all over its body
and on-its legs. Adam named it Spotty. 
 
Adam did not need an alarm clock as Spotty would bark and wag its tail to wake him up
every morning. When Spotty barked, Adam would jump out of bed and pat it. 
 
One morning, Adam did not wake up when Spotty did that. Adam was groaning, so Spotty
ran to the kitchen. It barked loudly at Adam's mother. Then, it kept pulling on her skirt. It
gave a deep growl and refused to let go of the skirt. It pleaded with her to check on Adam. 
 
Adam was having a fever. Quickly, Adam's mother brought him to the clinic. Adam had to
rest at home. 
 
Spotty sat down by Adam's bed that day. It did not eat or wag its tail. 
 
When Adam recovered, Spotty barked and wagged its tail, running around the bedroom
happily. Everyone knew that Spotty loved Adam very much. 
 
Which word in the two sentences below has the same meaning as 'begged'? 
 
It gave a deep growl and refused to let go of the skirt. It pleaded with her to check on Adam.
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Read the passage below carefully. Then answer the question carefully. 
 
Adam's parents bought him a puppy. The puppy had brown spots spread all over its body
and on-its legs. Adam named it Spotty. 
 
Adam did not need an alarm clock as Spotty would bark and wag its tail to wake him up
every morning. When Spotty barked, Adam would jump out of bed and pat it. 
 
One morning, Adam did not wake up when Spotty did that. Adam was groaning, so Spotty
ran to the kitchen. It barked loudly at Adam's mother. Then, it kept pulling on her skirt. It
gave a deep growl and refused to let go of the skirt. It pleaded with her to check on Adam. 
 
Adam was having a fever. Quickly, Adam's mother brought him to the clinic. Adam had to
rest at home. 
 
Spotty sat down by Adam's bed that day. It did not eat or wag its tail. 
 
When Adam recovered, Spotty barked and wagged its tail, running around the bedroom
happily. Everyone knew that Spotty loved Adam very much. 
 
Answer the question below. 
This question is designed for extended answers that parent/ teacher will have to assign and
guide child to attempt after the test has been completed. 
 
Grading: This question type is not graded on this system and will not affect the final score as
it was designed in such a way that it requires manual assistance. 
 
What tells us that Spotty was sad when Adam was unwell?
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Read the passage below carefully. Then answer the question carefully. 
 
Adam's parents bought him a puppy. The puppy had brown spots spread all over its body
and on-its legs. Adam named it Spotty. 
 
Adam did not need an alarm clock as Spotty would bark and wag its tail to wake him up
every morning. When Spotty barked, Adam would jump out of bed and pat it. 
 
One morning, Adam did not wake up when Spotty did that. Adam was groaning, so Spotty
ran to the kitchen. It barked loudly at Adam's mother. Then, it kept pulling on her skirt. It
gave a deep growl and refused to let go of the skirt. It pleaded with her to check on Adam. 
 
Adam was having a fever. Quickly, Adam's mother brought him to the clinic. Adam had to
rest at home. 
 
Spotty sat down by Adam's bed that day. It did not eat or wag its tail. 
 
When Adam recovered, Spotty barked and wagged its tail, running around the bedroom
happily. Everyone knew that Spotty loved Adam very much. 
 
Choose the correct answer. 
 
What did Spotty do when Adam recovered?

A) Spotty ran to the kitchen.

B) Spotty pulled on Adam's mother's skirt.

C) Spotty barked, wagged its tail and ran around the room.


